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Saint Rose of Lima Perpetual Eucharistic Adoration 

How it All Began 

Due to Covid-19 an integral part of Saint Rose of Lima parish has been absent for some 
time now – our Perpetual Eucharistic Chapel. But it is about to make a comeback to the 
delight of many people. 

During the time the Chapel has been closed, it has undergone a transforming 
renovation. We will get to that in an upcoming church bulletin, but first we want to 
share with you its history and the blessing it has been to our parish. 

Prior to 1988 Saint Rose of Lima and many other churches around the Twin Cities 
remained open during the day so people could enter and pray. But that year a rash of 
burglaries involving churches occurred with the thieves stealing gold chalices and patens 
and other valuable pieces. Churches had to lock their doors during non-church hours 
and people missed the blessing of spending time with God while praying in a church. 

Saint Rose parishioners Dick Houck and Dick Young were two of those people and 
often talked to each other about the loss. Then one Sunday Dick Houck picked up a 
copy of the Catholic Bulletin, now the Catholic Spirit, and saw an article about 
Epiphany Catholic Church in Coon Rapids starting Perpetual Eucharistic Adoration. 
He showed the article to Dick Young and they both realized there was a way to bring 
Adoration to Saint Rose. 

Our parish center was at one time a convent for the Servite Sisters of Mary, and it had a 
chapel already in place. Perfect. The two men went to talk to Father Pat Ryan about 
beginning Perpetual Adoration at Saint Rose. They freely admitted they didn’t know 
the first thing about how to begin but they were determined to learn and persevere, 
especially after Father Ryan told them they and the laity would have to take 
responsibility for the Chapel. But the Holy Spirit was at work and the men were joined 



in their effort by Father John Eckert, Saint Rose’s Associate Pastor at the time and Sister 
Patricia Marie, Pastoral Minister. And they were soon joined by Bob Houck.  

It took several months of organizing and planning before the Chapel could be opened 
for Perpetual Eucharistic Adoration. With the help of Father Victor Warkulwiz of the 
United States Missionaries of the Blessed Sacrament and Epiphany Catholic Church 
things started to come together. The first task was to find 24 members of Saint Rose to 
volunteer to coordinate a specific hour each day of the week to ensure that there would 
always be an adorer in the Chapel as Jesus in the Blessed Sacrament must never be left 
alone when exposed on the altar. For several months informational pieces were inserted 
in our weekly bulletin explaining what Perpetual Eucharistic Adoration was all about. 
How it would benefit our parish and those who went there to spend a quiet hour before 
the Blessed Sacrament. At that time many people had never heard of Perpetual 
Eucharistic Adoration. Finally it was arranged to have Father Warkulwiz speak at all the 
weekend Masses. His message inspired more than 600 people to sign up to be an adorer. 
The next step was for the hourly coordinators to contact all 600 people as to the day and 
hour they wanted to come to the Chapel. This was a very time-consuming job and the 
organizers were most grateful for their commitment. Finally everything was in place.  

Saint Rose’s Perpetual Eucharistic Adoration Chapel opened on Sunday, January 15, 
1989. This coincided with the 50th anniversary of Saint Rose Parish which made the 
opening even more special. 

After the Chapel was open Dick Young, assisted by Sister Patricia Marie, began writing 
weekly meditations to help enhance adorers’ prayer time. Dick is also the one who 
purchased the Adoration Chapel parking signs and had them installed. He also decided 
to run an ad about Saint Rose’s Adoration Chapel on TV channel 57 in the early 
morning hours. This had an unexpected consequence. Dick used his home phone 
number in the ads and late night revelers who were watching TV at 2:00 in the morning 
thought the Chapel was some kind of confession service provided by Saint Rose and 
they would call the number and confess their sins, especially those committed that 
night, to the person who answered the phone. 

 On a more serious note: It was noted that during the early morning hours adorers often 
forgot to sign in and out, so deep was Dick’s devotion to Perpetual Eucharistic 
Adoration that every evening at midnight he would go to the Chapel to make sure the 



chain of prayer had not been broken. He and his wife Montse also committed to an 
hour of Adoration in the Chapel each day.  

The work of maintaining Perpetual Adoration at Saint Rose has continued for the past 
32 years. For all those years members of the laity have volunteered to clean the Chapel 
each week, tend the plants and floral arrangements and keep the sign-in, prayer requests 
and prayers answered books up-to-date and in good condition. 

At this point it is essential to tell you about one man, Bob Houck. Bob is a quiet, 
unassuming man who for the past 26 years has been solely responsible for the Adoration 
Chapel remaining open. He is the one who has made sure that each hour was covered by 
making phone calls to find substitutes – a monumental task as many adorers either died, 
became too frail to keep their hour or moved away during those 26 years. When a 
substitute could not be found he and his wife Martha often covered the hour until the 
vacancy was filled. 

Bob always made sure the Chapel did not run out of altar candles, Holy Water or light 
bulbs. And it is Bob who reposed the Blessed Sacrament every Sunday morning. 

Our parish owes Bob a huge debt of gratitude for keeping Perpetual Eucharistic 
Adoration alive and well all these years! THANK YOU BOB! 

Bob has now passed the torch to Peggy Bakko and Celeste Hannon. 

  



May 9th, 2021 

Those of you who have previously prayed in Saint Rose’s Adoration Chapel will be 
astounded when you once again enter the chapel. It has been transformed into a Spanish 
mission-style chapel. The altar area is truly beautiful, new carpeting, paint, lighting and 
pews have been installed, and the renovation has created more space. Under normal 
circumstances, it can now accommodate 33 people making it possible to hold smaller, 
more intimate funerals in the chapel or occasional Masses for small gatherings or a youth 
mission event. 

Nick Vasko, a Catholic, husband and father, is the designer of our new chapel space and 
he has been assisted by parishioners and staff. We would like to take this opportunity to 
thank them for their work and all who have    contributed financially to this remarkable 
renovation. 

Father Paveglio, who has thoroughly enjoyed giving people sneak peeks of our 
renovated chapel says, “The first word out of peoples’ mouths is ‘Wow.’ I love watching 
their reactions.” 

Now that the renovation is complete, the next step is for adorers to return. For the past 
several months, Peggy Bakko and Celeste Hannan have been busy calling all previous 
adorers to sign them up for a specific hour of prayer. Their goal is to once again have the 
chapel open 24/7. Unfortunately, a significant number of adorers are not able to resume 
their previously committed hours. This has left many hours without an adorer or with 
only one adorer when the ideal is to have two adorers per hour as it eliminates the need 
to find substitutes in case of illness or other emergencies. 

As announced by Father Paveglio at all the Masses the Chapel is now open on a limited 
basis since there is not yet a full complement of adorers for Perpetual Eucharistic 
Adoration 24/7. Please refer to the bulletin for information about current hours. It is 
the hope of the Adoration Committee that more days will soon have a full complement 
of adorers allowing the Blessed Sacrament to be placed on the altar. 

So many people over the years have found Saint Rose’s Adoration Chapel to be a place 
of solace. A place where they can kneel before Jesus in the Blessed Sacrament and pour 
out their hearts to him. It is a holy, quiet place to listen for God’s voice, his guidance, to 
thank him for his goodness and mercy. It is a place where a person can receive strength 
and courage to meet the challenges of everyday life. It is a place where people have 



prayed for others and for Saint Rose of Lima Parish and its school. For 32 years, prayer 
has flowed forth from this chapel for our parish, our community and the world. 

Pope Francis wrote in his book The Joy of the Gospel that “Without prolonged 
moments of adoration, of prayerful encounter with the Word, of sincere conversation 
with the Lord our (Church’s) work becomes meaningless, we lose energy as a result of 
our weariness and difficulties, and our fervor dies out. The Church urgently needs the 
deep breath of prayer, and to my immense joy groups are growing who are devoted to 
prayer, intercession, the prayerful reading of the Word of God, and the perpetual 
adoration of the Eucharist.” 

“My prayer,” says Father Paveglio, “is that the chapel will be a second home for each of 
our parishioners and for our local community – a second home where Jesus is there 
always, waiting to welcome us and embrace us.” 

With those words of the Holy Father and Father Paveglio in our minds and hearts, we 
hope you will sign-up for an hour of adoration in our newly renovated Adoration 
Chapel at your first opportunity to do so. Let’s bring Perpetual Eucharistic Adoration 
back to Saint Rose of Lima Parish on a 24/7 basis! 

 


